Social Justice Quilt

This group activity takes only a few minutes for each person to complete  but when the pieces come
together each piece becomes a grand  and  harmonious composition.  Each of our unique small voices
make a beautiful loud song when we sing together. This activity shows us that together we are more
than the sum of our parts.  The relationships we have between each other are vital and these
relationships echo out into the world around us.  Each simple piece of the quilt is lovely and beautiful
but  together they create bursts of patterns and designs that are read as a whole. Our voice can be used to
promote change and identify injustice in the world around us.

“In these days of difficulty, we Americans everywhere must and shall choose the path of social
justice…, the path of faith, the path of hope, and the path of love toward our fellow man.”
― Franklin D. Roosevelt
It is important to be part of something that is bigger than yourself, to be part of the big picture and see
where you fit in, metaphorically and literally.

Each section of the radial design  will highlight a social justice issue using words, color, designs, and
images. We will put all the quarters together to create a large quilt of Social Justice and Injustices.
Copy and Cut out the designs and give them out to be filled in.
Give Guidelines for completion so that the final design has a cohesive message.

How to Color and Design Your Social Justice Quilt Piece:
Using words, images, colors, patterns, and designs fill in a square. This square will be added to a larger
piece to create a Social Justice Quilt that represents all our voices.
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Outside Box with Quarter Circle = Personal Injustice you have endured or witnessed.
Area Around the Rays = Social Injustices in the world
Rays = Social Justices - What the world need more of
Zig Zag = What “I” can do to make a difference
Three Bars with Star or Swirl = Colors of Hope
Inner Section with Zig Zag to Corner = I Wish...

How to Color and Design Your Social Justice Quilt Piece:
Using words, images, colors, patterns, and designs fill in a square. This square will be added to a larger
piece to create a Social Justice Quilt that represents all our voices.
7. Outside Box with Quarter Circle = Personal Injustice you have endured or witnessed.
8. Area Around the Rays = Social Injustices in the world
9. Rays = Social Justices - What the world need more of
10. Zig Zag = What “I” can do to make a difference
11. Three Bars with Star or Swirl = Colors of Hope
12. Inner Section with Zig Zag to Corner = I Wish...

